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Edgar Allan Poe (1809 - 1849) was an American author, poet, editor, and literary critic, considered part of the American
Romantic Movement. Best known for his tales of mystery and the macabre, Poe was one of the earliest American
practitioners of the short story, and is generally considered the inventor of the detective fiction genre. He is further
credited with contributing to the emerging genre of science fiction. He was the first well-known American writer to try to
earn a living through writing alone, resulting in a financially difficult life and career. In this book: The Works of Edgar Allan
Poe Volume 1 (of 5) The Works of Edgar Allan Poe Volume 2 (of 5) The Works of Edgar Allan Poe Volume 3 (of 5) The
Works of Edgar Allan Poe Volume 4 (of 5) The Works of Edgar Allan Poe Volume 5 (of 5)
This beautiful volume showcases the full range of Poe's genius--from "The Raven" and terrifying tales like "The Pit and
the Pendulum," "The Fall of the House of Usher," and "The Masque of the Red Death," to humorous sketches, the very
first detective stories, early works of science fiction, and literary criticism.
The Essential Poe gathers the most thrilling and enthralling of Poe's poems and short stories. Includes commentary by
Charles Baudelaire and a biographical timeline of Poe's brief, turbulent life.
Complete Tales and PoemsMVP
The Edgar Allan Poe Collection (2020) compiles several iconic works of short fiction and poetry by an icon of American
literature. Recognized as a foundational figure of nineteenth century fiction, Poe has inspired generations of readers and
writers with his craftsmanship and taste for tragedy and terror. His brief but meteoric career shaped the trajectory of
American literature forever, forming a legacy without which science fiction, horror, and detective writing would surely be
shells of themselves. In “The Fall of the House of Usher,” a man receives a distressing letter from an old friend
requesting his presence at his family estate. There, Roderick Usher and his twin sister Madeline are found suffering from
an unknown illness, and the narrator struggles to comfort them as signs of paranormal activity lead him to believe that the
house itself is a living entity. “The Masque of the Red Death” is a timely work of Gothic fiction set in the abbey of a
powerful prince. As the world outside suffers from a deadly plague, the prince decides to hold a masquerade for his
wealthy friends and fellow nobles, unwittingly bringing death to his own fortunate doorstep. In “The Murders in the Rue
Morgue,” a French detective summons the powers of analytical reasoning to investigate the deaths of two young women.
Included in this collection are some of Poe’s most iconic poems, including “A Dream Within a Dream,” “The Raven,”
and “Ulalume,” all of which remain indelible classics of Romantic verse, masterpieces of mystery, beauty, and slow-
burning fear. With a beautifully designed cover and professionally typeset manuscript, this edition of The Edgar Allan Poe
Collection is a classic of American literature reimagined for modern readers.
The life of American writer Edgar Allan Poe was characterized by a dramatic series of successes and failures,
breakdowns and recoveries, personal gains and hopes dashed through, despite which he created some of the finest
literature the world has ever known. Over time his works have influenced such major creative forces as the French poets
Charles Baudelaire and Andre Gide, filmmaker D.W. Griffith and modern literary legend Allen Ginsberg. Best known for
his poems and short fiction, Poe perfected the psychological thriller, invented the detective story, and rarely missed
transporting the reader to his own supernal realm. He has also been hailed posthumously as one of the finest literary
critics of the nineteenth century. In Edgar Allan Poe: Complete Tales and Poems fans may indulge in all of Poe's most
imaginative short-stories, including The Fall of the House of Usher, The Murders in Rue Morgue, The Tell-Tale Heart,
Ligeia and Ms. In A Bottle. His complete early and miscellaneous poetic masterpieces are also here, including The
Raven, Ulalume, Annabel Lee, Tamerlane, as well as select reviews and narratives.
The life of American writer Edgar Allan Poe was characterized by a dramatic series of successes and failures,
breakdowns and recoveries, personal gains and hopes dashed through, despite which he created some of the finest
literature the world has ever known. Over time his works have influenced such major creative forces as the French poets
Charles Baudelaire and Andre Gide, filmmaker D.W. Griffith and modern literary legend Allen Ginsberg. Best known for
his poems and short fiction, Poe perfected the psychological thriller, invented the detective story, and rarely missed
transporting the reader to his own supernatural realm. He has also been hailed posthumously as one of the finest literary
critics of the nineteenth century. In Edgar Allan Poe: Complete Tales and Poems fans may indulge in all of Poe's most
imaginative short-stories, including The Fall of the House of Usher, The Murders in Rue Morgue, The Tell-Tale Heart,
Ligeia and Ms. In a Bottle. His complete early and miscellaneous poetic masterpieces are here also, including The
Raven, Ulalume, Annabel Lee, Tamerlane, as well as select reviews and narratives.
In this complete and uniquely authoritative Library of America collection, Edgar Allan Poe's well-known tales of "mystery
and imagination" and his best-known verse are collected with early poems, rarely published stories and humorous
sketches, and the ecstatic prose poem Eureka. Poe's poetry is famous both for the musicality of "To Helen" and "The City
in the Sea" and for the hypnotic, incantatory rhythms of "The Raven" and "Ulalume." "The Fall of the House of Usher" and
"The Cask of Amontillado" show his mastery of Gothic horror; "The Pit and the Pendulum" is a classic of terror and
suspense. Poe invented the modern detective story in "The Murders in the Rue Morgue," and developed the form of
science fiction that was to influence, among others, Jules Verne and Thomas Pynchon. Poe was also adept at the
humorous sketch of playful jeu d'esprit, such as "X-ing a Paragraph" or "Never Bet the Devil Your Head." All his stories
reveal his high regard for technical proficiency and for what he called "rationation." Poe's fugitive early poems, stories
rarely collected (such as "Bon-Bon," "King Pest," "Mystification," and "The Duc De L'Omelette), his only attempt at drama,
"Politian"—these and much more are included in this comprehensive collection, presented chronologically to show Poe's
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development toward Eureka: A Prose Poem, his culminating vision of an indeterminate universe, printed here for the first
time as Poe revised it and intended it should stand. A special feature of this volume is the care taken to select an
authoritative text of each work. The printing and publishing history of every item has been investigated in order to choose
a version that incorporates all of Poe's own revisions without reproducing the errors or changes introduced by later
editors. Here, then, is one of America's and the world's most disturbing, powerful, and inventive writers published in "the
first truly dependable collection of Poe's poetry and tales." LIBRARY OF AMERICA is an independent nonprofit cultural
organization founded in 1979 to preserve our nation’s literary heritage by publishing, and keeping permanently in print,
America’s best and most significant writing. The Library of America series includes more than 300 volumes to date,
authoritative editions that average 1,000 pages in length, feature cloth covers, sewn bindings, and ribbon markers, and
are printed on premium acid-free paper that will last for centuries.
Who is the uninvited guest wearing a creepy costume at Prince Prospero's ball? Can a man be driven mad by the
"sounds" of the crime he has committed? These spine-tingling stories and others by Edgar Allan Poe are adapted for a
first chapter book reader.
This Top Five Classics illustrated edition of the Essential Tales & Poems of Edgar Allan Poe features 75 of Poe’s
greatest short stories and poems. 33 Tales, including: • The Tell-Tale Heart • The Murders in the Rue Morgue • The Fall
of the House of Usher • The Masque of the Red Death • The Pit and the Pendulum • The Purloined Letter • The Black
Cat • Hop-Frog • The Cask of Amontillado 42 Poems, including: • The Raven • The Conqueror Worm • The Bells •
Tamerlane • Al Aaraaf • Lenore • Eldorado • Annabel Lee Also featuring: • More than 85 large illustrations from Gustave
Doré, Harry Clarke, and Edmund Dulac • Annotated translations of passages in French, Latin, Greek or other foreign
languages, along with Poe’s own notes • Alphabetical, linked title index and detailed author biography Whether you are
new to Edgar Allan Poe or a student of his work, this illustrated/annotated edition is a must-have for your ebook library.
(For a comprehensive collection of 157 Poe works, see Top Five Classics’ Edgar Allan Poe: Complete Tales & Poems.)
A complete collection of the writings of Poe, including his mysteries, fantasies, satires, and poems
This ebook compiles Edgar Allan Poe's greatest writings, including novels, short stories and poems such as "The
Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket", "The Fall of the House of Usher", "The Tell-Tale Heart", "The Raven" and
"The Cask of Amontillado". This edition has been professionally formatted and contains several tables of contents. The
first table of contents (at the very beginning of the ebook) lists the titles of all novels included in this volume. By clicking
on one of those titles you will be redirected to the beginning of that work, where you'll find a new TOC that lists all the
chapters and sub-chapters of that specific work.
Gathers Poe's poems, tales, and sketches, along with his longer works of fiction and essays on poetry and literature, and offers a
chronology of his life and information on his work.
Part of the Timeless Classics series, The Complete Tales & Poems of Edgar Allan Poe contains every know tale written by the
famous gothic American writer. His often macabre and dark works, which span the years from 1827 to his death in 1849, include
"The Raven," "The Black Cat," "The Tell-Tale Heart," and "Annabelle Lee." For Poe fans worldwide, this stunning gift edition
features a gorgeous deckled edge, ribbon marker, and foil and deboss details on a vibrantly colored case. This elegant collector's
edition includes over 70 of Poe's short stories, more than 40 melodious poems, and his only full-length novel, The Narrative of A.
Gordon Pym. In addition, it also includes a compelling introduction by notable historian and biographer Daniel Stashower. Tales
include: The Unparalleled Adventure Of One Hans Pfaall The Balloon-Hoax Mesmeric Revelation Ms. Found In A Bottle A Descent
Into The Maelström Von Kempelen And His Discovery The Gold-Bug The Facts In The Case Of M. Valdemar The Thousand-And-
Second Tale Of Scheherazade The Murders In The Rue Morgue The Mystery Of Marie Rogêt The Fall Of The House Of Usher
The Purloined Letter The Tell-Tale Heart The Black Cat The Imp Of The Perverse The Premature Burial The Island Of The Fay
The Cask Of Amontillado The Pit And The Pendulum The Oval Portrait The Masque Of The Red Death The Assignation The
System Of Doctor Tarr And Professor Fether Mystification How To Write A Blackwood Article A Predicament The Literary Life Of
Thingum Bob, Esq. Diddling X-Ing A Paragrab The Angel Of The Odd Loss Of Breath The Business Man Mellonta Tauta The Man
That Was Used Up Maelzel’s Chess-Player The Power Of Words The Conversation Of Eiros And Charmion The Colloquy Of
Monos And Una Silence—A Fable Shadow—A Parable A Tale Of Jerusalem Philosophy Of Furniture The Sphinx The Man Of The
Crowd “Thou Art The Man” Hop-Frog Never Bet The Devil Your Head Four Beasts In One Poems include: The Raven Lenore A
Valentine Hymn The Coliseum Ulalume To Helen An Enigma Annabel Lee To One In Paradise The Bells To My Mother The
Haunted Palace The Conqueror Worm To F—S S. O—D The Valley Of Unrest The City In The Sea The Sleeper A Dream Within A
Dream Silence Dream-Land Ulalie To Zante Bridal Ballad Eldorado Israfel For Annie Scenes From “Politian” The Timeless
Classics series from Rock Point brings together the works of classic authors from around the world. Complete and unabridged,
these elegantly designed gift editions feature luxe, patterned endpapers, ribbon markers, and foil and deboss details on vibrantly
colored cases. Celebrate these beloved works of literature as true standouts in your personal library collection.
The Fall of the House of Usher The Murders in the Rue Morgue The Pit and Pendulum The Tell-Tale Heart The Raven The
Masque of the Red Death And over 120 other stories and poems Edgar Allan Poe wrote some of the first as well as the finest
stories of dark and macabre mystery ever to blacken a page with ink. His tales of terror and suspense continue to leave readers
the world over wide-eyed and shivering with fright, unable to put down a book their clenched fingers so tightly grasp. This is the
ultimate Poe collection, featuring every story and poem he wrote. It probes the depths of the human psyche. It will chill and
enthrall. But above all it is story after story that you will never be able to forget. No matter how hard you try.
At last, America’s Master Storyteller joins the ranks of Delphi Classics’ scholarly collections. This is the COMPLETE WORKS of
the great literary giant Edgar Allan Poe. Now you can truly own Poe’s immense and diverse works on your eReading device.
(Version 6) * the COMPLETE poetry, with special Chronological and Alphabetical contents tables * the COMPLETE tales, with its
own Chronological and Alphabetical contents tables * brief but informative introductions to many poems, tales and other texts *
images of how the books first appeared, giving your EReader a taste of the original texts * Poe’s rare unfinished play POLITIAN,
with perfect formatting * BOTH of Poe’s novels, including the very rare unfinished novel THE JOURNAL OF JULIUS RODMAN *
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many short stories and poems are presented with their original illustrations * Every non-fiction essay – even the rare ones recently
discovered – available in no other digital collection * many images relating to Poe, his life and works * INCLUDES with the
Complete Letters – spend hours perusing Poe’s personal correspondence! * the letters have separate tables to help you find
whatever letter you want easily * scholarly ordering of texts into chronological order and literary genres * four biographical works
exploring Poe’s mysterious life, including the infamous memoir by Griswold * criticism section, featuring essays by other famous
writers examining Poe’s contribution to literature * features Poe’s contributions to THE CONCHOLOGIST’S FIRST BOOK The
eBook also includes a front no-nonsense table of contents to allow easy navigation around Poe’s oeuvre. Contents The Poetry
Collections TAMERLANE AND OTHER POEMS AL AARAAF, TAMERLANE AND MINOR POEMS POEMS, 1831 THE RAVEN
AND OTHER POEMS UNCOLLECTED POEMS The Poems LIST OF POEMS IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER LIST OF POEMS
IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER The Novels THE NARRATIVE OF ARTHUR GORDON PYM OF NANTUCKET THE JOURNAL OF
JULIUS RODMAN The Play POLITIAN The Essays INDEX OF THE COMPLETE ESSAYS The Non-Fiction THE
CONCHOLOGIST’S FIRST BOOK THE LITERATI MARGINALIA FIFTY SUGGESTIONS A CHAPTER ON AUTOGRAPHY The
Letters INDEX OF CORRESPONDENTS INDEX OF CORRESPONDENTS, LETTERS AND DATES The Criticism EDGAR A.
POE by James Russell Lowell. AN EXTRACT FROM ‘FIGURES OF SEVERAL CENTURIES’ by Arthur Symons AN EXTRACT
FROM ‘LETTERS TO DEAD AUTHORS’ by Andrew Lang THE CENTENARY OF EDGAR ALLAN POE by Edmund Gosse
FROM POE TO VALÉRY by T.S. Eliot The Biographies THE STORY OF EDGAR ALLAN POE by Sherwin Cody THE DREAMER
by Mary Newton Stanard MEMOIR OF THE AUTHOR by Rufus Wilmot Griswold DEATH OF EDGAR A. POE. by N. P. Willis
This gorgeous anthology features 29 of Poe's stories ? including "The Fall of the House of Usher" and "The Murders in the Rue
Morgue" ? illustrated with 8 full-color plates and 24 full-page drawings filled with brooding eroticism by a brilliant Edwardian-era
artist.
Edgar Allan Poe: Complete Tales & Poems contains tales and poems by Edgar Allan Poe that became innovative literature
discoveries at the time and extremely popular in its genre: The Fall of the House Usher, The Gold Bug, poem The Raven. Edgar
Poe was one of the first American writers who wrote mostly novellas. Within twenty years Edgar Poe created two short novels, two
poems, one play, about seventy stories, fifty poems and ten essays that were published in magazines and almanacs and then
gathered in collection books. Edgar Poe was highly valued by Jules Verne, Arthur Conan Doyle and Howard Phillips Lovecraft who
admitted his pioneer role in the genres they were popularizing.
Edgar Allan Poe was one of the most original writers in the history of American letters, a genius who was tragically
misunderstood in his lifetime. He was a seminal figure in the development of science fiction and the detective story, and
exerted a great influence on Dostoyevsky, Arthur Conan Doyle, Jules Verne, and Charles Baudelaire, who championed
him long before Poe was appreciated in his own country. Baudelaire's enthusiasm brought Poe a wide audience in
Europe, and his writing came to have enormous importance for modern French literature. This edition includes his most
well-known works--"The Raven," "The Pit and the Pendulum," "Annabel Lee," "The Fall of the House of Usher," "The
Murders in the Rue Morgue"--as well as less-familiar stories, poems, and essays.
A new selection for the NEA’s Big Read program A compact selection of Poe’s greatest stories and poems, chosen by
the National Endowment for the Arts for their Big Read program. This selection of eleven stories and seven poems
contains such famously chilling masterpieces of the storyteller’s art as “The Tell-tale Heart,” “The Fall of the House of
Usher,” “The Cask of Amontillado,” and “The Pit and the Pendulum,” and such unforgettable poems as “The Raven,”
“The Bells,” and “Annabel Lee.” Poe is widely credited with pioneering the detective story, represented here by “The
Purloined Letter,” “The Mystery of Marie Roget,” and “The Murders in the Rue Morgue.” Also included is his essay “The
Philosophy of Composition,” in which he lays out his theory of how good writers write, describing how he constructed
“The Raven” as an example.
Edgar Allan Poe was one of the earliest pioneers of the short story and perfected the tale of psychological horror. This
title collects Poe's fiction and poetry, including The Fall of the House of Usher, The Tell-Tale Heart, The Pit and the
Pendulum, The Raven, Annabel Lee, and the novel The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket.
This vintage book contains a fantastic collection of short stories by Edgar Allen Poe, including 'Thou art the Man', 'The
Black Cat', 'The Gold-Bug', 'The Imp of the Perverse', 'The Murders in the Rue Morgue', 'The Mystery of Marie Roget',
'The Purloined Letter', and 'The Tell-Tale Heart'. These marvellous examples of Poe’s masterful fiction writing prowess
are highly recommended for lovers of the detective genre, and would make for worthy additions to any collection. Edgar
Allan Poe (1809–1849) was an American author, editor, poet, and critic. Most famous for his stories of mystery and
horror, he was one of the first American short story writers, and is widely considered to be the inventor of the detective
fiction genre. Many antiquarian books such as this are becoming increasingly rare and expensive. We are republishing
"Bon-Bon” now in an affordable, high-quality edition complete with a specially commissioned new biography of the
author.
Read throughout the world, admired by Dostoevsky and translated by Baudelaire, Edgar Allan Poe has become a
legendary figure, representing the artist as obsessed outcast and romantic failure. His nightmarish visions, shaped by
cool artistic calculation, reveal some of the dark possibilities of human experience. But his enormous popularity and his
continuing influence on literature depend less on legend or vision than on his stylistic accomplishments as a writer. The
tales in this volume include Poe's best-known and most representative works as well as his masterly "The Narrative of
Arthur Gordon Pym." For the first time, the authoritative editions of works by major American novelists, poets, scholars,
and essayists collected in the hardcover volumes of The Library of America are being published singly in a series of
handsome paperback books. A distinguished writer has contributed an introduction for each volume, which also includes
a chronology of the author's life and career, an essay on the text, and notes.
With dozens of short stories and poems, including Edgar Allan Poe's most famous stories, this essential collection
includes an insightful introduction, photographs of Poe, and definitive texts. It also has a full cloth sewn binding, uniform
with others in this series.
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This single volume brings together all of Poe's stories and poems, and illuminates the diverse and multifaceted genius of
one of the greatest and most influential figures in American literary history.
Edgar Allan Poe: The Ultimate Collection includes every major work written by the master of the macabre, including The
Fall of the House of Usher, The Pit and the Pendulum, The Purloined Letter, The Tell-Tale Heart, The Raven and many
more.
A collection of seventy-three stories and fifty-three poems of Edgar Allan Poe.
The complete stories by the master who influenced French symbolism, Freudian analysis, and Hollywood movies,
includes his well-known tales of suspense and macabre as well as his lesser-known stories
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